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Abstract 
Bergeron, F. and N. Bergeron, Orthogonal idempotents in the descent algebra of B,, and 
applications, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 79 (1992) 1099129. 
We begin by briefly recalling some of our previous results on the descent algebra of the 
hyperoctahedral groups B,x. From this we construct a ‘nice’ expression for the generating 
function of a family of orthogonal idempotents p:. Marc precisely, 
where d(T) stands for the number of descents of n and 
We show that the dimension of the right ideal 6$[B,r]pi is given by the number c(n, k) of 
elements of B,, having k positive cycles. Thus the dimension is given by an analogue of the 
Stirling numbers of the first kind. We also show that the algebra .!i generated by the classes of 
elements of B,, having equal numbers of descents is commutative. This relates to Loday’s work 
on cyclic homology and Hochschild homology. In fact we show that we can define some A 
operators on A which commute with the Hochschild boundary operator. This gives a decompo- 
sition for commutative hyperoctahedral algebra homology. We conclude our paper by present- 
ing results about the hyperoctahedral shuffle algebra which are extensions of aspects of the 
work of Aldous. Bayer and Diaconis related to the shuffle algebra. 
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Introduction 
Recently we have concentrated our efforts on understanding the structure of 
the descent algebru of any finite Coxeter group (see [4], [5], [7], [8], [lo] and [13]). 
Here we shall present some interesting applications of this endeavor to the 
descent algebra, _Z(B,,), and the shuffle algebra, S(B,,), of the hyperoctahedral 
group B,,. In particular, we shall consider some idempotents pz, 1% k or n, in 
C(B,,) and show that the dimension of the corresponding left ideal Q[B,]pE is the 
number of elements of B,, having k positive cycles. This number shall be denoted 
c(n, k). The pt’s are B,S-analogues of idempotents, S:, considered for the case 
s,, = A ,1~ I by Reutcnauer and Garsia in [18], [ 1 l] and [ 131, for which they give 
the following generating function 
where d(a) stands for the number of descents of v and 
(x)f A,, = (x + 1)(x + 2). . . (x + n) . 
We shall obtain a similar expression for the generating function 
P,,(X) = i PSI . 
h -0 
Using this we will show that the algebra spanned by the elements 
is commutative. In the A,, case, Loday [16] has obtained similar results using 
Hochschild homology and cyclic homology. His proof was later simplified by 
Garsia and Reutenauer in [13]. We should underline that although our proof is in 
the spirit of [13], we will also extend some of Loday’s and Procesi’s work of [16] 
and [17] to the B,, case. Thus we will construct a 
of the Hochschild homology. 
Finally, we shall make use of the fact that the 
algebra are anti-isomorphic, 
+ : C(B,,>- %B,,) 3 
hyperoctahedral decomposition 
descent algebra and the shuffle 
(1.2) 
where 4 is defined by setting I,@-) = 7~ ’ for T E B,,, to study the shuffle algebra. 
This will permit us to extend to the hyperoctahedral group the work of Aldous, 
Bayer and Diaconis ([l] and [3]) about the number of riffle shuffles needed in 
order to mix a deck of cards. 
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1. Notations and prior results 
Before proceeding, we shall briefly recall some notations and results of our 
previous work. For more details, the interested reader should consult [4] and [lo]. 
Let us represent an element n of the group B, by a sequence of n integers 
where the absolute values of the rr’s represent a permutation of the symmetric 
group S,,. We shall say that rr is a signed permutation of {1,2, . . , n}. We define 
the descents of rr in the following way. If 7~~ < 0, then 7~ is said to have descent in 
position 0. For other positions 15 i 5 n - 1, v has a descent in position i if 
“1 > n,+,, The descent set, D(n) c [O. .n - 11, of rr is the set of positions where 7~ 
has a descent. We will denote by d(v) the cardinality of this set D(r). 
It is convenient to encode subsets of (0, 1, . . . , n - l} by compositions of 
integers m, OS m 5 n, in th e o f 11 owing manner. To any 15 m i n and any 
sequence of strictly positive integers 
such that p, +p2+.. * + pk = m (p is a composition of m), we associate the 
subset 
S(p)={n-m,n-m+p,,n-m+p,+p,, 
. . . ) n-m+p, +p2-t-...+pk_,}. 
The empty subset is encoded by the empty composition of m = 0. This corre- 
spondence is clearly one-to-one. In the following we shall use the notation 
p k m 5 n to express the fact that p is a composition of an integer 0 5 m I n. We 
observe here that the cardinality of the set S(p) is precisely k(p), the number of 
parts of p. 
The element 
A$= c 7-r 
D(n)=S(p) 
of the group algebra Q[ B,] is called the descent class corresponding to p k m 5 n. 
We shall also consider the element 
q= c 7-r. 
‘%~)C.~(P) 
In [20], Solomon shows that for any Coxeter group IV, the set of descent classes 
generates a sub-algebra of Q[W], defining descent using minimal length expres- 
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sions for elements of the group. This sub-algebra is the so-called descent algebra. 
The purpose of our recent work [4], [5], [7] and [lo] was to give an explicit 
decomposition of the multiplicative structure of these algebras. 
Let A = {Gf, CT_, , . . , 6,) a,, a,, . . , af} be an alphabet with two copies 
(negative and positive) of f letters. We denote by Q.[A*] and Qu[A*] the free 
algebras generated by the letters of A with the concatenation and shuffle product 
respectively. An example of shuffle product (denoted w ) is given below: 
ab LLI cd = abed + acbd + cabd + cad6 + cdab + ucdb . 
On these algebras we define two operations: The overline operation .-’ and the 
overline-flip operation ‘ t ‘. The first one is defined on letters by 
and extended algebraically to the whole algebra. The second operation is defined 
on words by 
ts = 
< 
b,b, . . . 6, = 6, ‘. . bzb, 
and extended linearly to the whole algebra. With this in hand, let us set 
We also define the right action of 7~ E B, on a word w = 6, bZ. . .b,, to be 
where we have set b _, = 6;. 
Let 
z, = (-1)’ 1.3.5. . . (2i - 1) 
2’i! 
and N, = 0” . 
i 
One can prove that the set of elements 
where p = (p,, p2,. . . , pk) I= m 5 n, is a basis of idempotents for the descent 
algebra of B,, . Here qoq,q2 . . . qk denotes the concatenation of the compositions 
q,. For a composition p, let A(p) denote the partition obtained by ordering the 
parts of p in decreasing order. We can construct a complete family of orthogonal 
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idempotents for the semi-simple part of X(B,) as follows. For A a partition of 
m 5 II with k parts, let 
E, = 1 c I/, , 
2kk! n(/l)=A 
where it is understood that E, = Iti. Then the set {E,} for A a partition of m 5 n is 
a complete family of orthogonal idempotents. In particular, we have 
E,A = LiE, 3 (1.1) 
where SW,, is Kronecker’s delta function. 
To conclude this section, we shall give another expression for the idempotents 
E,. To this end we need some further notations. Let I,,,,, denote the result of 
wZ(,~,,, where w is a word of length Iw( in the alphabet A and the product here 
denotes the right action. Similarly let I;,,,, denote the result of wZ@, where 
0 k 0 5 1 w]. For A a partition of m 5 n with k parts we have 
1 
E, = __ 
2W) 
c c ~\,,,l,.\,,,,,,li~.,,l,l . . . L,(l,l ’ 
.s,,+S,+.~~+Si=(I.2 . . n) <TrESk 
p,,~=,l-v. /.~,[=A, 
(1.2) 
where the first sum is over all decompositions of the set { 1,2, . . , n} into k + 1 
disjoint subsets, Sk denotes the symmetric group on k elements, s(h) denotes the 
cardinality of the stabilizer of h and in the summation s, denotes the word 
obtained by concatenating the numbers of S; in increasing order. The product of 
terms inside the sum in (1.2) is a concatenation product. 
2. Generating functions for the idempotents p: 
We now introduce orthogonal idempotents which will subsequently play an 
important role in the following. Consider 
in the algebra Qw[A*]@Q.[A”]. We have shown in [lo] that 
log(l+ A) = c WBZ,,., 
Wfl) 
Hence, log( 1 + A) is the generating function of the Z,,,‘s. These idempotents are 
called B,,-Lie idempotents for reasons that are discussed in [4] and [lo]. Here we 
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want to find a similar expression for the idempotents I,. Let us start with the 
generating function 
d 1 - = c 
1 +x k?O 
Z,Xk . 
Using manipulations such as those in [lo] we have that 
c Z,(l + A@” = c w @ ?IW,, ,
kr0 W 
since 
(l+A)h’= c w@[ c 
W#ll 4 I= .~~IW 
wO,j. 
k(q)=r 
Now one notices that 
l+A=(l+A) J/Z expci log(1 + A)) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
By an argument similar to that of Garsia and Reutenauer [13] and using 
expression (1.2) for the idempotent E, we conclude that the right-hand side of 
(2.2) can be expanded in the form 
(2.3) 
where ,I 1 m denotes the fact that A is a partition of the integer m. Comparing 
both sides of this equation we obtain c E, = 1. 
We shall now let 
P:= c E, (2.4) 
and set pFw, = WP/~,. With this notation (2.3) becomes 
(2.5) 
Our next step is to investigate the idempotents pi a bit more closely. For this let 
us recall that we have the expansion 
$ (log(1 + x))” = C (-l)“-“s(m, k) 2 , 
mzzk 
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where s(m, k) are the Stirling numbers of the first kind (in absolute value) defined 
by 
f(Ci l)(t+2).. . (t + 12 - 1) = i s(n, r>tr 
r-l 




c(r, k) = ,~gk (,:, j2”‘?r(m. k) 1 3.5. . . (2(r - m) - 1) . (2.7) 
Before going on, let us find the generating function for the numbers C(Y, k). To 
this end, we multiply both sides of (2.7) by t’ and sum over k 





= z:i 1 r 1~34.5~~~(2(r-m)-1)t(t+2)(f+4)~~~(t+2(m-1)) N, = 0 m 
= (t + l)(t + 3)(t + 5) ’ . . (t + 2r - 1) . 
The last equality is obtained by comparing the coefficients of q’?r! on each side of 
To obtain an explicit expression for pi we substitute (2.1) in (2.6) and then 
compare (2.2) and (2.5). Thus we get 
c(r, k) c 3~‘~ 
y + ., 5 n 
k(y)=r 
V-8) 
Actually, one can develop a nicer expression for the idempotents p:. Working 
with the generating function 
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and using (2.8), by exchanging the order of summation we get 
” (x - 1)(x - 3)(x - 5). . . (x - 2r + 1) 
P,,(X) = c 2’r! 
c ~ 
(1 . (2.9 
r-1) r, i_ > cN 
k(q)=r 
For simplicity’s sake, let us set 
and 
(x)? H, = (x + 1)(x + 3)(x + 5). . . (x + 2r - 1) . 
Using the definition of .B3, we have 
Hence (2.9) can be rewritten as 
P,,(X) = c &,I c Cx)J f~k(<,l 
,I b ,?1 cn .s(,‘)c.s(y)l{(l.I. ,,,-,) 2"("'k(q)! . 
(2.10) 
Setting k(p) = t and k(q) = r, one can simplify the inner sum as follows 
For a fixed n, the last equality is obtained by comparing the coefficients of q” on 
each side of 
(1 + q)‘^-‘)“yl + q)!l-l = (1 + q)(l+2tz-Zr-1).‘2 . 
Substituting this result in (2.10) we finally obtain 
P,,(X) = & c (x - 2w P)>? B,,d,> 
. ,’ + 171-,, 
(2.11) 
Thus we have shown the following: 
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Theorem 2.1. 
where d(r) denotes the cardinality of the descent set of 7r. 0 
Remark 2.2. A formula similar to (2.12) holds for all dihedral groups, I,(p). 
Namely let E:,, F;,, .zi be defined by the generating function 
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(2.12) 
E:, + e;x + &:,x2 
= & [(x + 1)(x + (p - 1)) Id + (X - 1)(x - (p - 1))~ 
where w stands for the only element in I?(p) with two descents. Then the &b’s are 
orthogonal idempotents obtained in the same fashion as the pi’s considered 
above (see [7]). Observe that (I.l), (2.12) and (2.13) respectively involve the 
exponents associated to the corresponding Coxeter groups. Computer algebra 
manipulations have shown that an analogous formula holds for the exceptional 
Coxeter group H,, but does not hold for the groups D,,, n > 3, and F3. 
3. The dimension of the left ideal @B,,lp: 
In this section we show that the respective dimensions of the left ideals 
Q[B,,]pi are given by the numbers c(n, k) that count the number of elements of 
B,, having k positive cycles. From classical group representation theory we know 
that the dimension of a left ideal of Q[G] generated by an idempotent p is given 
by ]Glp(~), where P(F) is the coefficient of the identity in p. In our case, if we 
multiply both sides of (2.12) by 1 B, 1 and take the coefficient of the identity we get 
2”n!p,,(x)(~) = (x)? R,, = 2 c(n, k)x” 
k-1) 
Equating coefficients in this last identity, leads to 
dim Q[B,,]pt = c(n, k) . (3.1) 
We now want to show that the c(n, k)‘s count the number of elements of B,, 
having k positive cycles. To this end we need to introduce some further notations. 
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For~EB,,letC(~)={C,,Cz ,..., C,,,} denote the set of cycles appearing in the 
decomposition of rr into disjoint cycles. A cycle C is said to be negative if for any 
element j appearing in C, we have C’(j) = -j for I the length of the cycle. 
Similarly C is positive if C’(j) = j. Let C’(rr) = CC,,, C,:, . . , C,L} be the set of 
positive cycles in C(r). Let us also set 
C(n, k) = card {r E B,,: IC+(r)l = k} 
Hence, we have to prove that 
c(n, k) = C(n, k) . (3.2) 
For this, we will show that the numbers C(n, k) satisfy the same recurrence as the 
numbers c(n, k). That is 
C(n, k) = C(n - 1, k - 1) + (2n - l)C(n - 1, k) . (3.3) 
Simple considerations using the generating function given in Section 2 show that 
the numbers c(n, k) satisfy this recurrence. Obviously 
C(l, 0) = 1 and C(l, 1) = 1. 
Now assume that (3.2) holds for y1 - 1. For some m’ E B,,_, there are two ways to 
produce an element rr of B,, with k positive cycles. First, we consider the case 
when 7~’ has k - 1 positive cycles. Then r can only be obtained from 7~’ by adding 
the positive cycle sending y1 into ~1. When r’ already has k cycles, we either add 
the negative cycle that sends II into -n or we insert II into one of the existing 
cycles. But there are 2n - 1 ways of doing that insertion since there are 2n ways 
to insert n into rr’ to produce an element of B,, and one and only one of these 
insertions will not preserve the number of positive cycles. This completes the 
proof of (3.3), hence of (3.2). 
To sum-up, we have shown the following: 
Theorem 3.1. 
dim Q[B,,]pk, = c(n, k) = C(n, k) 0 
This is an analogue of a result of Reutenauer in [18] for the group A,, We 
would like to mention at this point that the numbers c(n, k) are closely related to 
number of elements of type J, with J of cardinality k, in the sense of [7]. 
Remark 3.2. The last section of [6] suggests the following conjecture. Let 
G,*-. h’, denote the stabilizer in B,l of an element r of cycle type (A -, A+). Here 
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A- describes the structure of the negative cycles of rr and A+ describes the 
structure of the positive cycles. Let xk denote the character of the B,-module 
Q[B,] p,“. We conjecture that one can choose, for each CC, -,*+), a character 
x(~-,~+) such that 
xk = c IndRn 
k(A+)=k 
G(A~~*_)X(h-.h+) 
Moreover, we conjecture that the characters described in [9] are closely related to 
the good candidates for x~~~,~+). 
4. The A algebra 
In this section we concentrate our investigation on A, the sub-algebra of the 
group algebra Z[B,] spanned by the elements 
I,“=(-l)“_’ c 94,. 
k(p)=k 
For convenience we set If: to be 0 if the sum is empty. In the case of the 
symmetric group, a similar algebra appears in the study, by Loday [16], of cyclic 
homology. One of the remarkable results he obtains is that this algebra is 
commutative and satisfies a very simple multiplication rule. This result was later 
simplified by Garsia and Reutenauer in [13]. 
To begin our investigation let us set 
A; = (-l)k-‘p,(2k + 1). (4.1) 
Observe that 




hence it follows from (2.11) that 
A,k=(-l)k-’ i c”+;-dj 2 &$ 
d=O k(p)=d 
= -g” (-l)X-OCn + ; - d)‘:: 
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So, by triangularity of this last relation, we conclude that A is also spanned, over 
Z, by AI’,, A,!,, A:, . . . Notice that the element AZ is defined for all k 2 0. Looking 
back at our definition of px, we conclude using (1 .l) that 
or otherwise stated 
P,,(X)P,,(Y) = P,,bYcy) . (4.2) 
Hence we have shown the following: 
Theorem 4.1. A is commutative and the multiplication rule for the basis (hj,),,,, is 
given by 
This is a hyperoctahedral analogue of one of Loday’s basic results. To be closer 
to Loday’s formulation, one should consider the algebra ii” generated by 
where 8 is the automorphism of the group algebra Q[B,,] defined linearly by 
fh = sign(rr)n 
It clearly follows from Theorem 4.1 and the fact that 0 is an automorphism that i 
is commutative. Following Loday’s work [16], we will use the elements A”f: = 0Az 
to construct a h-structure for a hyperoctahedral decomposition of the Hochschild 
homology. 
5. A operators and B,-decomposition of the Hochschild homology 
We recall here the definition of the abstract Hochschild boundary operator b,, 
and show that it commutes with the operators h”z introduced in the previous 
section. To be more precise, let d, : (0, . , n} + {0, . . . ,n - l} be a map 
defined as follows. For 0 5 i < n, we set d,(j) = j if 0 5 j 5 i and dj( j) = j - 1 if 
j>i.Fori=n,wesctd,,(n)=Oandd,,(j)=jifO-=j~n-l.Withthisinhand 
we define the abstract Hochschild boundary operator as follows: 
b,, = i (-l)‘d, . 
,=(I 
(5.1) 
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This is a map from (0, . . , n} to (0, . . . , rz - l}. It defines a boundary operator 
since b,,_, b,, = 0. This last equality being due to the fact that d,d, = d,- ,d, for 
i< j. 
For r E B,, consider the map, denoted n again, defined by 
n: {O,l,. ,y1}-+{0,*1,. . , *n}, O-0, i-r,, 
We then define the composition b,n to be 
b,n : (0, 1, . . , n}+ (0, kl, . . . , +(n - l)} , i- b,(n,) : 
with the convention that b(-i) = -b(i). With this in mind, we have the fol- 
lowing: 
Proposition 5.1. 
Proof. Let us denote by L,k the set of elements of B, with nonzero coefficients in 
1:. That is, the set of elements of B, having exactly k descents. We begin by 
showing that 
(5.2) 
To this end, let E; denote that element of B,, which sends i to -i and fixes all other 
numbers. We have d,,.z, = d,. Now let r E Lz and suppose that QT, f 2 1, then let 
n’ = F, n. Our hypothesis implies that rr’ E Li. Moreover, we have sign(rr’) = 
-sign(rr) and d,,n = d,,n-‘. Hence these two terms of d,,l”f, cancel each other. The 
remaining elements of Lt are of the form V, = - 1 or rr, = 1. Let r = rr, 7rT . . . z-,, 
be such an element and let 7~’ = n;rTT;. . . T,: with 1 n-:1 = 1 n-,1 - 1. If T, = 1, we 
have d(r’) = d(r), sign(r’) = sign(n), d,, 7~ = n-‘d,, and all elements of Lt_, are 
uniquely obtained in this manner. Similarly, when 7~~ = -1, we have d(n-‘) = 
d(r) - 1, sign(m’) = -sign(r), d,, rr = n’d(, and once again all elements of LiI i 
are uniquely obtained in this manner. This shows (5.2). On the other hand, one 
can show that 
(5.3) 
In this case, one uses the relation d,,&, = d,, and then all elements of Li of the 
form n-m # tn are canceled. Then one removes the number n in 7~ to obtain 7~’ in 
the right-hand side of (5.3). 
Let us now fix lsi<n and n-EL:, and denote by (i, i + 1) the simple 
transposition that switches i and i + 1 and fixes all other numbers. Suppose that 
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7?(i + 1) # 7T-’ (i) t 1 and let 7~’ = (i, i + 1)~. We have d(rr’) = d(n) so that 
7~’ E Lk. Also sign (-ir’) = -sign(r) and d,~ = dir’, since d;(i, i + 1) = d,. Hence 
these two terms of d,rf! cancel each other. The remaining elements of L: are of 
the form r-‘(i + 1) = C’(i) + 1. Let v be such an element. We conclude the 
proof of the proposition by an application to four cases of Loday’s procedure (161. 
(1) Suppose ~~‘(i+l)=Y’(i)+l>O. Ifwewrite~intheform~,~z...~R 
with z-, = i, then let G-’ = n; .. . rri.rri+>. . . r,: with 7-r: = rrTT, if ]n,[ < i + 1 and 
]5-:] = 17-r,] - 1 if 1 ( 7~ > i + 1. We have d(r’) = d(r), sign(r’) = (-l)iPi sign(r) 
and d,rr = rr’d,. 
(2) Suppose fl-‘(i + 1) = 9-r -l(i) + 1 < 0. If we write rr in the form rrr rz. . . TT,, 
with rrj=-i-1, then let 7~‘=rri...rrj7~;+~..*~~: with T~=v~ if ]~~)<i and 
I7r;l = ]rr,] - 1 if I 7~ > i. We have d(n-‘) = d(n), sign(r’) = -(-l)‘-‘-‘sign(n) = ( 
(-l)‘-’ sign(r) (th e minus sign in the first equality takes account of the fact that i 
is negative in rr) and d,n = rr’d,. 
These first two cases will produce once and only once all elements z-’ E Li and 
associate to each rr’ a unique d, with the right sign. 
(3) Suppose ~-‘(i+l)=Y’(i)-l>O.Ifwewrite~intheformrr,~~...7r,, 
with~,=i+1,thenlet~‘=~;...rrj_,~:+,...~7,withrr:=~,if)7TII<i+1and 
]7ri] = (57,I - 1 if ) I n > i + 1. We have d(n-‘) = d(r), sign(rr’) = (-l)‘-’ sign(r) 
and dir = n-‘di. 
(4) Suppose Y’(i + 1) = 7~ -l(i) - 1 < 0. If we write v in the form rr rz. . . TT,, 
with r, = -i, then let 7~‘=7~i...7~:~,rr:+,...~T, with rri=r, if Irrrl<i 
and ]~:(=]v,/-I if Ir]>i. We have d(n’)=d(r)-1, sign(rr’)= 
-(-l)‘-‘-’ sign(n) = (-l)‘-’ sign(n) and d,T = T’d,. 
These last two cases will produce once and only once all elements r’ E Lt-’ 
and associate each r’ with a unique d, with the right sign. As we sum over all i 
with signs, we obtain the proposition. 0 
Corollary 5.2. For all k 2 1. 
This relation is a consequence of the expression for the hi in term of Z: and the 
triangularity of the binomial coefficients. One can also show that 
(5.4) 
Remark 5.3. We shall now relate these results to a hyperoctahedral theory of 
commutative algebra homology. For the classical theory see [2] or [14]. Let K be 
a field of characteristic 0, let A be a commutative K-algebra and let M be a 
symmetric bimodule (a.m = m.a). Moreover, let us assume that we have a 
conjugation on A, i.e. an involutive automorphism of A. Let us denote this 
conjugation by a-+ ~7. Such an algebra with conjugation is called a hyperocta- 
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hedral algebra. Define C,,(A; M) = M @A@” to be the set of all tensors of the 
form 
m@a,@aaz@~~.@a,, . (5Jl 
The boundary operator (5.1) defines a complex 
C,(A; M) = . . .- C,,(A; M)A C,,_,(A; M) 
h,,FI 





+ C (-l)‘m~a,~...~aa,a,+,~...~aa,. 
I=1 
The Hochschild homology of A is precisely 
ker(b, 1 
w,,(A; M, = Im(b,+,) ’ (5.6) 
An element 7~ E B,, acts on a tensor of the form (5.5) by 
n(rn@a,@~~ .~a,,)=m~a,l,~...~a__I 
with the convention that a_, = a,. From (5.4) we see that p: is an orthogonal 
family of splitting sequences. This yields a decomposition of the homology (5.6). 
More precisely, let IZ!~‘(A; M) = btC,,(A; M). Relation (5.4) implies that the 
complex (C,(A; M), 6) splits as a direct sum of subcomplexes, 
(C+(A; M), 6) k%j (Cj,“‘(A; M), b) > 
thus 
M) = kTj Hj,“‘(A; M) , (5.7) 
where Hj,“‘(A; M) is the nth homology of the complex (C’ck’(A; M), b). 
Remark 5.4. Let us mention two particular examples of the decomposition (5.7). 
Let A be any commutative K-algebra and let M be a symmetric bimodule. 
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Consider A@)’ = A @ A with 
and let (a, C3 a,)m = u,u2m. Then the homology H,,(A@‘; M) decomposes as in 
(5.7). For the-other example, assume that A is hyperoctahedral and let ti C 
A @3 A be the set of all tensors of the form a @ ii. We have here an action of the 
‘real part’ of d on M, namely (a 8 a)m = aim. Again the homology H,(&; M) 
decomposes as in (5.7). 
Remark 5.5. Following Hanlon in [ 151, assume that A is graded and M is a graded 
A-bimodule. That is 
with A, and M, finite-dimensional, A,A, C A,,,, and M,A s = A,M, c M,,,. We 
can then define a grading o on C,(A; M) by 
and denote by C,,,,,,(A; M) the homogeneous component of degree w,, in 
C,,(A; M). The maps b,, and the action of R,, preserve this notion of degree. 
Hence (C, (A; M), 6) splits as a direct sum of finite-dimensional subcomplexes 
(C*(A; M), b) = $ (C:,‘,,,(A; W, b) , 
, 
where C,,.,,,( 7 “) A. M)= C (A. M)f' C!"(A;M). With this in hand, we define n.w,, ) 
the Euler characteristic n$,)(A; M) by 
rrc,‘(A; M) = c (-1)” dim(Cj,:L,,(A; M)) 
II 
= c (-1)” dim(H!~~,i(A; M)) . 
,I 
Let 
Il(A, M; x, y) = c n-jdt,‘(A; M)xXy”” 
k.w,, 
and also 
PA(t) = c (dim A,)[’ , P,,,,(f) = c (dim M,)t’ 
r r 
As suggested by Hanlon, a solution of the conjecture in Remark 3.2 should give 
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as a byproduct an expression for Ii’(A, A4; x, y) in terms of P,(t) and P,,,,(c), 
similar to that of Theorem 7.4 in [15]. 
6. Hyperoctahedral shuffle algebra 
In the first part of this section we will rederive, in the context of the shuffle 
algebra Z(A,_,), some results of Aldous, Bayer and Diaconis of [l] and [3] on 
the number of rifle shuffles needed in order to really mix an ordered set 
{1,2,3,. . . , n}, Then we shall derive hyperoctahedral analogues of these results. 
Let p =p,p?.. . pk be a composition of ~1, then set 
%,, = E, LU E, w . . . I,, E, , (6.1) 
where the E,‘s are words such that E,E, . E, = 123 . . n, with 1 E,[ = p,. The 
important fact for our considerations is that these ‘%,>‘s correspond to the 9,,‘s of 
the descent algebra ,V(A,,_,) through the anti-automorphism of the group algebra 
cc, : ‘Q(A,z-,)+Q(A,,-,I > 
defined on elements of A,_, by 4(v) = (T-I. Thus the image of X(A,,_,) through 
q!~ is another sub-algebra of Q(A,,_,) that we shall call the shufle algebra and 
denote z(A,,-1). 
In this algebra Z(A,,_ ,), let us consider 
(6.2) 
Remember that A,?_, is S,,. Expanding (6.2) in terms of elements of A,, ~, , one 
obtains 
where p, is the probability of obtaining the permutation (T by the following 
procedure. One starts with a deck of n cards { 1,2, . . . , n} in the usual order. 
Then one selects a number i between 0 and n with binomial distribution. This 
number is chosen in order to cut the deck of cards in two parts E, and E, with 
IE, 1 = i. The result of the procedure is obtained by choosing one term in the 
shuffle E, w E,, with uniform distribution. The problem considered by Aldous 
and Diaconis can then be expressed as 
How many times must one iterate this procedure in order 
to obtain a “random” permutation? 
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More precisely, let us introduce a metric on the group algebra of A,_, as follows. 
For (Y = C CX,(T and /3 = c p,cr in Q(A,_,) set 
Notice that the uniform distribution on A,_, corresponds to the idempotent 
Now, iteration of the procedure mentioned above can be described in our context 
as computing powers of 5 in the group algebra or equivalently the shuffle algebra. 
This is easily achieved after the following observation. Let us set bi = $(a:), and 
b,(x) = i: biXk = $ 2 (x - d(a>)y‘j_,(T-’ 
k=l uEYn 
(6.3) 
The b:‘s are orthogonal, since the 6:‘s are, hence h,(x)b,( y) = b,(xy). We notice 
that setting x = 2 in (6.3) gives 
+ b,(2) = $ i: 2kb; 
k=l 
=$((“+I)Id+ c g-l) 
d(c) = 1 
since (2 - 44N A,-, is zero for d(a) greater than 2. Hence the sth power of 5 is 
easily computed to be 
because b,(x)” = b,(x”), which clearly shows that 
Now, recalling (6.3), one can easily express powers of 5 in Q(A,_,) as follows 
5” = y& c (2” - 4m4_,(+-’ . . I7 
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It is easy to verify that for x > 0, 




is a probability distribution on S,. The sth powers of 
convolution of the probability distribution 5. Hence the 
the determination of a value of s for which 
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5 correspond to the sth 
problem is equivalent to 
(6.4) 
is small enough. But one can readily bound the left-hand side of (6.4) by 
and, as Bayer and Diaconis point out in [3], this implies that s should be greater 
than 3/2 log,(n) + Cte. 
Now, our purpose here is to show that similar computations can be worked out 
in the context of the shuffle algebra of B,. As in the A, case, let us set 
rf: = $(P:), and 
r,(x) = i r,kXk = & . ZB (x -w7mn~-1 . (6.5) 
k=l ” 
Applying the trivial homomorphism (rr * 1) to (6.5) we observe that 
,z (X - 2d(7r))f B, = 2”n!x” ) 
I, 
thus for x > 0, r,(x) lx” is a probability distribution. Moreover, since (3 - 2d)T B, 
is zero for d > 1, 
r,(3)=(n+l)Id+ c F*=i E,uJ&, 
d(m)= 1 i=o 
where E, is the word 12. . . i, and E, is i + 1 i + 2 . . . II. The point here is that 
r,(3) /3” correspond to a probability distribution for exactly one B,-shufJZing of 
{I,29 . . , n}. Here B,-shufles are defined to be terms of 
i E,&= 2 E,u&uF~, 
lE,I=O r+k+l=n 
where E,F,F3=12...n, (E,I=i, lE,j=k, and jE,j = 1. That is, cut the deck of 
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cards in three parts with trinomial distribution, turn the middle part face up ant 
then choose one term of the shuffle with a uniform distribution. For instance 
- - 
= 1324 + 1342 + 1432 + 4132 + 3124 + 3142 
+ 3412 + 4312 + 3214 + 3241 
- - 
+ 3421 + 4321 
The probability distribution for the sth iteration of B,,-shuffles is given by 
i i 
&PO _ r,,(3”) 1 
3n 3”” 
= ~ c (3’ - 2d(?r))T B,, 6 ’ 
3”r2nn ! 
n=H,, 
Computations similar to those of [3], lead to the conclusion that s = 
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